1.

TERMS

1.1.
1.2.

1.3.

2.

RULES

2.1

2.1

The

promoter is Shoprite Checkers (Pty) Ltd (“the Promoter”).
The

promotional campaign is open to all South African in
possession of a valid identity document and passport, except any
director, member, partner, employee, agent or consultant of the
Promoter, the marketing service providers or any person who
directly or indirectly controls or is controlled by these entities,
including their spouses, life partners, business partners or
immediate family members.
Any

participant under the age of 18 years must be fully assisted by
his/her guardian, who approves of and consents to the participant’s
participation in the promotion, relevant competitions and the
participant’s receipt/possession of the Block packs or prize.
OF THE PROMOTION
Checkers and Checkers Hyper stores will run the promotion from 6
May 2019 until 17 June 2019.
The

promotion is subject to stock availability.

2.2

During this promotion customers will receive one (1) Little Checkers
collectable for every R200 spent at Checkers or Checkers Hyper in
one transaction (i.e. spend R400 and receive two (2) and so forth).

2.3

Little Checkers collectables are promotional items and may not be
exchanged for cash or for items of value.

2.4

Checkers staff are NOT allowed to receive Little Checkers
collectables from customers for any reason.

2.5

Customers may not choose which collectable they want, or swap
out. Only the cashier may handle the Block packs and remove them
for the customer.

2.6

3

& CONDITIONS: Little Checkers

Little

Checkers collectables earned are indicated on all qualifying
receipts. Please check your receipt carefully before leaving the till
as errors cannot be rectified later.

EXCLUDED

3.1

FROM THE PROMOTION

No Money Market, MediRite or LiquorShop store transactions qualify
for Little Checkers collectables, and the following categories are
excluded: liquor (excluding wine), Checkers gift cards and top-ups,
money transfers, prescription pharmaceutical goods, third party
services and payments. These include but are not limited to:
electricity, USA Visa tokens, Just Surf, Retail Bonds, lottery tickets

alone, transactions through SAA, bus tickets, MultiChoice, traffic
fines, SplashOut Mall Cards and pension payments).
3.2

4

Receipts will not be redeemable at alternative stores in cases of out
of stocks.

TRANSACTIONS

4.1

Kiosk

INCLUDED:

sales over R200

4.1.1

Transactions over R200 that take place at the Kiosk will
entitle customers to a Block pack.

4.1.2 Cigarette/ carton purchases will entitle a customer to a Block
pack.
4.2

Airtime

4.2.1

4.3

4.4

Lotto

sales at a Till or Kiosk

If a customer purchases airtime over R200 at the main tills
or kiosk, the transaction qualifies for a Block pack.

sales at Till or Kiosk

4.3.1

As stipulated in our terms and conditions, Lotto sales alone,
do not qualify for a Block pack.

4.3.2

Should a customer buy groceries and lottery and their total
is over R200, then the customer qualifies for a Block pack.

Money

Transfers received

Should a money transfer received be done in the same transaction as a
normal purchase it will reduce the customer total which may affect their
Block packs received.
5

THE

5.1

5.2

LITTLE CHECKERS COLLECTION
The Little Checkers collection contains 35 different collectables and
the Blocks are 100% compatible with leading brands such as Lego.
What’s

in each Little Checkers Blocks pack?

5.2.1 E
 ach Little Checkers Blocks pack includes:
5.2.2 1
 00% recyclable flow pack
5.2.3 I ndividual Blocks unit – part of a collection of 35 units
5.2.4 S
 tickers to complete the unit
5.2.5 I nstruction leaflet

5.3

5.4

6

The

flow pack or packet and instruction leaflets are 100%
recyclable.
The

individual Blocks units, truck and starter kit are reusable.

5.5

IMPORTANT NOTE: THESE COLLECTABLES ARE DESIGNED
FOR CHILDREN FROM THE AGE OF 3 YEARS AND OLDER AND
ADULT SUPERVISION IS ADVISED FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN
SINCE BLOCK PACKS MAY POSE A CHOKING HAZARD.

5.6

Little

IN

Checkers merchandise, like Starter Kits, Little Checkers Trucks
and Block Tape are available for purchase, while stocks last.

STORE COMPETITION:

6.1

6.2

Stand the chance to win a trip for a family of 4 to Legoland Dubai
worth R100 000.

To

take part in the competition, participants will be required to:

6.2.1

6.2.2

6.2.3

6.3

6.4

Buy any of the participating items, which can be found on
this link________________
In

addition to the shopper’s till slip, an additional till slip will
be printed out.
Enter

via the provided USSD to check your till slip for entry
details.

The

winner of the Legoland trip will be selected by means of a
random draw by 17 June 2019 and will be notified telephonically
and the winner will be required to verify their details. The Promoter
(or their selected agent) will endeavor to contact the prize winner
once every day for 5 consecutive working days after their name is
drawn. If the prize winner cannot be contacted during this period,
the prize will be forfeited and another winner will be selected in
accordance with the rules.
Trip

details include:

6.4.1

Accommodation - Dubai Lapita Hotel Dubai Autograph
Collection

6.4.1.1

1 x HB Special Deluxe Double Room for 7
night/s

6.4.1.2

Meal

Basis: Bed and Breakfast

6.4.1.3
6.4.2

6.4.3

6.5

No

of Guests:4

The prize is inclusive of complimentary daily access to ALL
theme parks at Dubai Parks & Resorts (Motiongate,
Bollywood Park and LEGOLAND Park and LEGOLAND Water
park) against the number of nights the booking is made
(e.g. 1 night = 1 day access to the park).
Visa

UAE Entry Visa Normal Tourist Visa for 4. In the event
that the winner and/ or their selected travel companions do
not qualify or are unable to obtain a UAE Visa (to the extent
that it is required), the prize will be forfeited and another
prize winner will be randomly selected.

Participants

must keep their till slip as proof of purchase.

6.6

Participants

may enter as many times as they want to, provided
that each entry is associated with a separate purchase.

6.7

If the winner does not utilize the prize within 2 months of winning
it, it will be forfeited. Expiry dates can be found on the actual
voucher.

6.8

A copy of these rules can be found on the following website
www.termsconditions.co.za
throughout
the
period
of the
competition or can be obtained from the Consumer Call Centre on
telephone number 0800 01 07 09.

6.9

The Promoter reserves the right to name winners publicly and any
other place where the Promoter deems fit. By entering the
competition, prize winners agree to the publication of their name by
the Promoter.

6.10

Any personal data submitted by you will be used solely in
accordance with current South African data protection legislation
and the Promoter’s privacy policy.

6.11

Promoter shall not be responsible for any lost, damaged,
delayed, incorrect or incomplete entries for any reason whatsoever.
Proof of sending will not be accepted as proof of receipt.

6.12

The Promoter shall not be responsible for the failure of any
technical element relating to this promotion that may result in an
entry not being successfully submitted.

6.13

The

The

Promoter reserves the right to disqualify any claim if fraud or
cheating is suspected, including without limitation, through the
manipulation of code or otherwise frequently falsifying data.

6.14

No applications from agents, third parties, organised groups or
applications automatically generated by computer will be accepted.
No incomplete or corrupted entries will be accepted. Entries will
only be accepted if they comply with all entry instructions.

6.15

NOTE:

6.16

The

6.17

The Promoter reserves the right to use the images taken of the
winner for publicity purposes in any manner they deem fit, without
remuneration being made payable to the winner. However, the
winner has the right to object to these images being used by
written notification to the Promoter at Shoprite Checkers (Pty) Ltd,
Cnr William Dabs & Old Paarl Roads, Brackenfell, 7560 Att. : Legal
Department.

6.18

The Promoter shall have the right to change or terminate the
promotional competition immediately and without notice, if deemed
necessary in its opinion and if circumstances arise outside of their
control. In the event of such change or termination, all participants
agree to waive any rights that they have in respect of this
promotional competition and acknowledge that they will have no
recourse against the Promoter or its agents.

6.19

In the event that the prize is not available despite the Promoter’s
reasonable endeavours to procure the prize, the Promoter reserves
the right to substitute prizes of equal value.

6.20

Entries or votes generated by script, macro, bot, commercial
contest subscription, incentives or other means not sponsored by
the Promoter, vote-swapping sites, voting software, entering
service sites or any other automated means and entries or votes by
any means that subvert the entry/voting process or do not conform
to the terms or spirit of these competition rules, will void the
entry/votes and may disqualify the entrant
prize is not is not transferable or exchangeable for cash.

Neither

the Promoter, its agents, its associated companies, nor any
directors, officers or employees of such, shall be liable for any loss
or damage, whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise
arising from any cause whatsoever, which may be suffered by the
participant, winner or their selected travel companions

6.21

Participation

in the promotional competition constitutes acceptance
of the promotional competition rules and participants agree to abide
by the rules.

6.22

List

of participating products can be found here

